
→ How informative is the context about force?

Methods
HSP study [8] run online via IBEX/Amazon MT
Task: guess a missing word
Contexts taken from the corpus for 4 modals 
(between subjects)
● POSSIBILITY: can, could
● NECESSITY: must, should

4 trials/subject, one guess after each
570 participants, language: US English

example of a trial (should)  

1. Is context more informative for possibility than for necessity?
Type of answer given in ‘possibility’ vs. ‘necessity’ contexts

→ No effect of force (χ² (1) = 3.17, p = 0.075)

→ Context is not more informative for possibility than necessity

2. Testing the effect of sentence type
● affirmative (baseline): ‘you ___ be careful.’
● negative: ‘you ___n't bang it into your car.’
● interrogative: ‘how many chairs ___ there be?’
● tag-question: ‘you ___ say you're sorry, ___ n't you?’

Accuracy by force and sentence type

- interrogative vs. affirmative: χ² (1)  = 16.083, p < .001 ***
- negation vs. affirmative: χ² (1) = 4.3487, p = .037 *
- tag-question vs. affirmative:  χ² (1) =  12.2, p < 0.001 *** 

→ Negative and interrogative contexts are less informative than declarative

Human Simulation Paradigm

→ How do children figure out the force of modals?

(1)   a. You can wear a hat. possibility: ‘you are allowed to’
b. You must wear a hat. necessity: ‘you are required to’

Mapping problem:

→ How are possibility and necessity modals distributed in speech to 
and by children? → Corpus study

→ How informative about force is context? → HSP study

Learning challenges

#1- Necessity entails possibility
(2)   a. You have to take the train    (stronger)

b. You can take the train     (weaker)

Set/subset problem with function words: Possibility modals are 
logically true in ‘necessity’ contexts

#2- Possibility modals used with necessity illocutionary force 
(politeness uses) [1]
(3)   a. Can you pass the salt? = order (Pass me the salt!)

b. I might have the burger. = request (I will take the burger.)

#3- Modals take different ‘flavors’
(4)   a. epistemic: given what we know… ‘Ann could/must be in the car’

b. deontic: given the rules…    ‘You could/must wear a hat.’
c. ability: given her physical abilities…  ‘Becky could/?must swim.’

Figuring out force for a given flavor doesn’t necessarily carry over other 
flavors

The learning problem
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→When and how do children figure out force of modals? 
→ How informative is input about force?

Methods
Manchester Corpus, CHILDES database [5] [6] [7]
12 child-mother pairs, recorded in play sessions; age range: 2-3yo
43,321 utterances of 564,625 total (adult: 37,426; child: 5,895)

1. Modal lemma by force
● Possibility: can, could, might, may; able to
● Necessity: will, shall, would, m

► Necessity modals more frequent than possibility modals in input, but children produce more 
possibility than necessity 

→ A delay for necessity modals? 

2. Interaction with negation
● no negation: ‘I can go to the pub now.’
● negation: ‘I can't get it’/ ‘I might not want that’/ ‘he doesn't have to go.’ 

Interaction between force and negation in adult and child’s speech

► Negation occurs more frequently with possibility than necessity modals in the input 

► Asymetry even stronger for children: can’t/couldn’t more frequent than can/could

3. Interaction with sentence type
● declarative: ‘I can find it.’
● interrogative: wh-question: ‘What animals can we see?’; 

yn-question: ‘Can you find another pirate?’
● tag-question: ‘Daddy can fix it, can he?’

Distribution of possibility and necessity modals by sentence type (adult speech)

► Similar distribution of possibility and necessity modals across sentence type

  adult  
(n=37426) 

child  
(n=5895) 

POSSIBILITY 14515 (38.7%) 3889 (65.9%) 
can 11490 (30.7%) 3709 (62.9%) 

could 1452 (3.8%) 88 (1.4%) 

might 1218 (3.2%) 80 (1.3%) 

able 316 (0.8%) 3 (0%) 

may 39 (0.1%) 9 (0.1%) 

NECESSITY 22922 (61.2%) 2006 (34.0%) 
will 10027 (26.7%) 537 (9.1%) 

shall 4815 (12.8%) 361 (6.1%) 

would 2572 (6.8%) 49 (0.8%) 

have_to 2401 (6.4%) 357 (6.0%) 

got_to 941 (2.5%) 291 (4.9%) 

should 793 (2.1%) 22 (0.3%) 

need_to 501 (1.3%) 261 (0.4%) 

must 453 (1.2%) 117 (1.9%) 

supposed 335 (0.8%) 10 (0.1%) 

ought_to 84 (0.2%) 1 (0%) 

 

 

  adult 
(n=37426) 

  child  
(n=5895) 

  

  no negation negation no negation negation 

POSSIBILITY 11274 (77.6%) 3241 (22.3%) 1926 (49.5%) 1963 (50.4%) 
can 8873 (77.2%) 2617 (22.7%) 1803 (48.6%) 1906 (51.3%) 

could 1072 (73.8%) 380 (26.1%) 35 (39.7%) 53 (60.2%) 

might 1125 (92.3%) 93 (7.6%) 78 (97.5%) 2 (2.5%) 

NECESSITY 19484 (85.0%) 3438 (14.9%) 1757 (87.5%) 249 (12.4%) 
will 7728 (77.0%) 2299 (22.9%) 356 (66.2%) 181 (33.7%) 

shall 4800 (99.6%) 15 (0.3%) 361 (100%)  0 (0%) 

have_to 2302 (95.8%) 99 (4.1%) 350 (98.0%) 7 (1.9%) 

 

Corpus study

Comprehension studies suggest children struggle with force [2] [3] [4]

● Oztürk & Papafragou (2015) (4-5yo):

→ Have children even figured out the force of their modals?

Background

NS

can, could, may… = possibility (◊)
must, should, have to… = necessity (□) 

X Children accept possibility modals 
when necessity are more appropriate
→ Difficulties deriving Scalar
Implicatures: accessing the right scales?

X Children accept necessity modals in 
‘possibility’ situations

● A ‘delay’ for necessity modals?
► Corpus: asymmetry between children and adults’ production: necessity more 
frequent than possibility in the input, but children produce more possibility
→ Could explain earlier behavioral results [2] [3] [4]: if children don’t master the 
meaning of necessity modals, they cannot compute Scalar Implicatures.

● Role of negation?
► Corpus: Distributional difference of possibility vs. necessity with respect to negation: 
- Input: possibility modals more frequently negated than necessity
- Children’s productions: many possibility negated, few necessity negated

► Why would it help?
- Under negation, the meaning of a possibility modal becomes logically stronger: 
(5)   a. You don’t have to take the train    = ‘not necessary’ (weaker)

b. You can’t take the train                   = ‘impossible’ (stronger)

- HSP: why no interaction between force and negation? 
► A negative context may not be more informative about force on its own (HSP), but it 
may be useful to see the same modal in both affirmative and negative contexts (corpus)
► Irregular scopal behavior of must/should in English [9]: must/shouldn’t p ≈ can’t p

(6)   He sign’t take the train → …possibility or necessity modal? 
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(5b) entails (5a) 

(2a) entails (2b) 

Discussion

  adult 
(n=37426) 

  declarative yn-question wh-question tag question 

POSS 8852 (60.9%) 4146 (28.5%) 552 (3.8%) 962 (6.6%) 
NECE 14526 (63.3%) 5422 (23.6%) 1294 (5.6%) 1672 (7.2%) 
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  POSSIBILITY 

(can, could) 

NECESSITY 

(must, should) 

ALL  63.6% (0.014) 68.6% (0.013) 

affirmative 69.4% (0.022) 73.6% (0.023) 

negative  65.8% (0.025) 68.3% (0.023) 

interrogative 56.7% (0.035) 59.5% (0.37) 

tag question  54.0% (0.037) 68.2% (0.037) 

 POSSIBILITY NECESSITY 

ALL  63.6%  ALL 68.6%  

can 63.8% must 69.1% 

could  63.3% should 68.4% 


